
Sunday, April 13, 2003   1 p.m.
BRUCE LIPTON, Ph.D.BRUCE LIPTON, Ph.D. in a recorded video presentation “Biological Consciousness,Biological Consciousness,
The Science of Innate IntelligenceThe Science of Innate Intelligence”.  Bruce Lipton takes a breathtaking new look at the
hidden underlying energy mechanisms of cellular dynamics.  Dr. Lipton makes some
interesting analogies as to how cells really work, sometimes  introducing concepts from
information science.  Bruce explains how real time decisions processed at cellular
membranes from a variety of information sources, are the primary activities which
makes us alive.  He describes some of the key intricacies of how electrical as well as
chemically based networked information flow, changes cellular dynamics within the
body and how cellular information flow can be influenced by the state of your
consciousness..  Bruce Lipton explains how the new rapidly evolving science of energy
medicine works, a science that can dramatically change our options for cost effective
quality non invasive health care in the 21st century.

Sunday, May 11, 2003   1 p.m.
PETER PETER O'DONNELL, JOSEPH NEIL, Ph.D. O'DONNELL, JOSEPH NEIL, Ph.D. & others to be announced  present  “PowerPower
From The Golden Gate - A  Bold New Plan To Harness Tidal Energy In San FranciscoFrom The Golden Gate - A  Bold New Plan To Harness Tidal Energy In San Francisco
BayBay”.    Will tidal power become a clean economical source of renewable energy for the
Bay Area?  The City of San Francisco is currently investigating the viability of building a
2 megawatt pilot tidal power facility in the bay, underwater.  If successful, the proposed
plant could become one of many in the bay each expandable to 100 megawatts.  San
Francisco Bay has been identified as one of the top 10 locations in the world most
suitable for efficiently harnessing tidal power.  Great care has been taken in the
preliminary design to minimize environmental impact.  Desalination and hydrogen fuel
co-generation are energy application technologies that are being studied for inclusion
in the project to increase commercial viability of the proposed tidal power facility.
Peter O'Donnell is a San Francisco Environmental planner.   Dr. Neil represents the
Hydro Venturi Company, the designer of a tidal power facility operational in Grimsby
England.

Sunday, June 8, 2003   1 p.m.
BYRON PHILHOUR, Ph.D.,BYRON PHILHOUR, Ph.D.,  presents “A New Era In Cosmology:  Dark Matter, DarkA New Era In Cosmology:  Dark Matter, Dark
Energy, Cosmic Inflation and the Microwave BackgroundEnergy, Cosmic Inflation and the Microwave Background”.   Intriguing results from
the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe (W-MAP) have caused quite a stir in the field
of Cosmology.  If you thought black holes were a bizarre concept, the W-MAP results
have taken our understanding of the universe to a whole new even weirder level.  Dr.
Philhour will walk us through the dynamics of strange new theories about a universe
forever accelerating its expansion into the unknown.
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